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My Father's Words - Patricia MacLachlan 2018-10-02
Patricia MacLachlan, beloved author of the Newbery Medal-winning
Sarah, Plain and Tall, has crafted another lyrical and touching novel for
young readers about finding hope after the loss of a loved one. This
middle grade novel is an excellent choice for tween readers in grades 5
to 6, especially during homeschooling. It’s a fun way to keep your child
entertained and engaged while not in the classroom. Declan O’Brien
always had a gentle word to share, odd phrases he liked to repeat, and
songs to sing while he played basketball. His favorite song was "Dona
Nobis Pacem," “Grant Us Peace.” His family loved him deeply and always
knew they were loved in return. But a terrible accident one day changes
their lives forever, and Fiona and Finn O’Brien are left without a father.
Their mother is at a loss. What words are there to guide them through
such overwhelming grief? At the suggestion of their friend Luke, Fiona
and Finn volunteer at an animal rescue shelter, where they meet two
sweet dogs who are in need of comfort, too. Perhaps with time, patience,
and their father’s gentle words in their hearts, hope will spark once
more. * Junior Library Guild Selection * Bank Street Best Children's Book
of the Year 2019 (9-12) *
Brancalonia. Macaronicon - 2021
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Noisy Farm Sounds - S. A. M. TAPLIN 2018-03
Press the pages of this enchantingly illustrated book to hear the
farmyard world come to life. Little children will love discovering the
animals and all the other things making noises on the busy farm; there's
a noisy tractor, a crowing cockerel, buzzing bees, a mooing cow,
cheaping chicks and more. Also includes lots of die-cuts and peep-holes
alongside the sounds, creating a multi-sensory, interactive activity.
Provides a great introduction to farmyard animals with plenty of items to
look and spot for eager eyes and little fingers.
Peter Pan - J. M. Barrie 2008
Peter Pan has enchanted children and the young-at-heart ever since it
debuted on the English stage. Like its ageless hero, this is a fantasy that
will live forever. Wide-eyed readers will follow Peter and the Darling
children to Neverland, that wonderful place ""second to the right and
straight on to morning, where they'll meet such unforgettable characters
as the jealous fairy Tinkerbell, the evil Captain Hook, Tiger Lily, and the
Lost Boys. Also included in this edition is Peter Pan in Kensington
Gardens, the touching fairy tale in which Barrie first introduced Peter.
Illustrations by the legendary Arthur Rackham and F.D. Bedford. The
world's greatest works of literature are now available in these beautiful
keepsake volumes. Bound in real cloth, and featuring gilt edges and
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ribbon markers, these beautifully produced books are a wonderful way to
build a handsome library of classic literature. These are the essential
novels that belong in every home. They'll transport readers to imaginary
worlds and provide excitement, entertainment, and enlightenment for
years to come. All of these novels feature attractive illustrations and have
an unequalled period feel that will grace the library, the bedside table or
bureau.
Fish is Fish - Leo Lionni 2015-07-14
Leo Lionni’s spirited story about a minnow and a tadpole is now available
as a Step 3 Step into Reading book—perfect for children who are ready
to read on their own!
Have You Seen My Dragon? - Steve Light 2014
Invite young readers to practice counting to twenty while helping a small
boy search the city for his pet dragon.
The Fantora Family Photographs - Adèle Geras 1995-05
Summits and Secrets - Kurt Diemberger 2019-03-08
‘A book grows rather like a snow crystal. One doesn’t write it from start
to finish but, in greater or less degree, all at the same time ... that is why
my book is not in chronological order; for everything is of the present,
held in the moment when thought captures it.’ Kurt Diemberger’s
Summits and Secrets is a mountaineering autobiography like no other.
Writing anecdotally, Diemberger provides an abstract look into his life
and climbing career that is both fascinating and awe-inspiring to
navigate. Known for surviving the 1986 K2 disaster – an account
described in harrowing detail in his award-winning book The Endless
Knot – Diemberger provides a captivating insight into his earlier climbs
in Summits and Secrets. From climbing his first peak in the Tyrol
mountains of Austria, to the epoch-making first ascent of Broad Peak
with Hermann Buhl in 1957, and then summiting Dhaulagiri in 1960,
where he became one of only two people to have made first ascents of
two mountains over 8,000 metres, Diemberger recounts his experiences
with wit, honesty and an infectious enthusiasm: ‘Every climber knows the
thrill ... the unique inexplicable tension, which the regular shapes of the
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mountain world awake in him: huge pyramids, enormous rectangular
slabs, piled-up triangles of rock, white circles, immense squares – the
thrill of simplicity of shape and outline and the excitement of mastering
them, to an unbelievable extent, by his own efforts, his own power ... ’
Summits and Secrets is a must-read for those wanting an insight into the
life and achievements of one of the toughest high-altitude climbers the
world has ever known.
FreeBSD Handbook - FreeBSD Documentation Project 2000
The FreeBSD Handbook is a comprehensive FreeBSD tutorial and
reference. It covers installation, day-to-day use of FreeBSD, and mach
more, such as the Ports collection, creating a custom kernel, security
topics, the X Window System, how to use FreeBSD's Linux binary
compatibility, and how to upgrade your system from source using the
'make world' command, to name a few.
Italian Verbs - Vincent Luciani 2012-04-01
Verbs and verb conjugations are the basic building blocks when learning
a foreign language. Light, compact, and easy to carry wherever students
go, books in this series offer approximately 300 frequently-used verbs
that are presented in easy-to-read verb conjugation tables. Each verb
includes its English equivalent, sample sentences, and related words and
expressions. These books also include general instruction in verb usage.
Titles in Barron's Verbs series are shorter versions of Barron's 501 Verbs
books. This smaller-format book is a handy reference sources for
students taking Italian, as well as for Italian language teachers, and
translators.
General Theory of the Precariat - Alex Foti 2017-10-12
From the fast-food industry to the sharing economy, precarious work has
become the norm in contemporary capitalism, like the anti-globalization
movement predicted it would. This book describes how the precariat
came into being under neoliberalism and how it has radicalized in
response to crisis and austerity. It investigates the political economy of
precarity and the historical sociology of the precariat, and discusses
movements of precarious youth against oligopoly and oligarchy in
Europe, America, and East Asia.
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Unlocking the Customer Value Chain - Thales S. Teixeira 2019-02-19
Based on eight years of research visiting dozens of startups, tech
companies and incumbents, Harvard Business School professor Thales
Teixeira shows how and why consumer industries are disrupted, and
what established companies can do about it—while highlighting the
specific strategies potential startups use to gain a competitive edge.
There is a pattern to digital disruption in an industry, whether the
disruptor is Uber, Airbnb, Dollar Shave Club, Pillpack or one of countless
other startups that have stolen large portions of market share from
industry leaders, often in a matter of a few years. As Teixeira makes
clear, the nature of competition has fundamentally changed. Using
innovative new business models, startups are stealing customers by
breaking the links in how consumers discover, buy and use products and
services. By decoupling the customer value chain, these startups, instead
of taking on the Unilevers and Nikes, BMW’s and Sephoras of the world
head on, peel away a piece of the consumer purchasing process.
Birchbox offered women a new way to sample beauty products from a
variety of companies from the convenience of their homes, without
having to visit a store. Turo doesn't compete with GM. Instead, it offers
people the benefit of driving without having to own a car themselves.
Illustrated with vivid, indepth and exclusive accounts of both startups,
and reigning incumbents like Best Buy and Comcast, as they struggle to
respond, Unlocking the Customer Value Chain is an essential guide to
demystifying how digital disruption takes place – and what companies
can do to defend themselves.
The Two-Headed Man - Antonio D'Alfonso 2020-09
The collected poetry, covering a 50-year span from 1970 to 2020, of one
of Canada's most influential writers, literary critics and publishers. His
work has been described as a multidimensional oeuvre that includes
autobiography, politics, the quotidian, myth, tragedy and humor. And
D'Alfonso himself has been called a philosopher who puts on the mask of
the poet in order to better grasp the ambiguities of our world.
Fish Boy - Chloe Daykin 2017-02-28
Billy is a lonely boy. He's obsessed with swimming in the sea, which is
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where he goes to wash his problems far, far away. Thanks to his mum's
mystery illness, his dad has been forced to work extra hours to make
ends meet, so Billy locks himself away with David Attenborough films,
and ponders the magic of nature. Meanwhile at school, bullies
mercilessly seize on Billy's 'otherness' and make his life as miserable as
possible - but then new boy Patrick Green, with "fingers like steel,
strength of a bear", joins Billy's class. And when a mackerel swims up to
Billy's face, blows bubbles into his Vista Clear Mask goggles and says:
Fish Boy - Billy's whole world changes.
Newton and the Antigravity Formula - Luca Novelli 2017-06-01
Back in the late 1600s, science was still in its infancy. If you dropped an
apple it would fall to the ground, but nobody could explain why. That
changed in 1687 when Isaac Newton, a professor at the University of
Cambridge, published a book describing three laws of motion as well as a
theory of universal gravitation. Newton also came up with a brand new
field of mathematics, called calculus, to explain it all. The same equations
that described the motion of a falling apple could also be used to
describe the motion of planets orbiting the sun. It was revolutionary!
Newton would go on to make new discoveries on the nature of light. But
he also made mistakes; his fascination with alchemy, the hope of turning
one element into another, was a tremendous waste of his genius. But
science is not just about successful experiments--sometimes it takes a
few failures to achieve success. Newton and the Antigravity Formula is a
fast-paced, entertaining biography of the man who launched the field of
modern physics. In addition to its lively story, it includes 190
illustrations, a glossary, and sidebars covering related topics, from the
plague to the planets to the telescope.
Listen to the Countryside - Marion Billet 2016-09
Adults and children alike will be enchanted by these charming board
books which are distinguished by the exceptional quality of the sounds
that bring every picture to life. Aimed at the very young, the books have
a button on every spread which triggers one of six different nature
sounds.
Secret of Childhood - Maria Montessori 2003-11-15
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The Absorbent Mind - Maria Montessori 1995
A leading educator discusses the importance of the first six years to a
child's normal physical and emotional development
The Treasure of the Black Swan - Paco Roca 2022-05-03
This thrilling graphic novel, based on real events and which has been
adapted into an AMC Plus miniseries (La Fortuna) starring Stanley Tucci,
chronicles the intense legal and political battles sparked by the discovery
of a priceless shipwreck.
100 Steps for Science - Lisa Jane Gillespie 2017-04-06
Plunge into the world of science and learn about humankind’s ten most
important discoveries, including stars, wheels, numbers, light, medicine,
sound, atoms, materials, energy and life. See how early scientific
observations made by ancient civilizations went on to shape our world
today, and learn how technology evolved over time in ten breakthrough
moments for each of the ten key discoveries. ?From the invention of the
wheel, which was adapted over thousands of years to power the powerful
modern engines of the modern age, learn how simple steps in science led
to giant leaps for mankind.
Blackass - A. Igoni Barrett 2016-03-01
Furo Wariboko, a young Nigerian, awakes the morning before a job
interview to find that he's been transformed into a white man. In this
condition he plunges into the bustle of Lagos to make his fortune. With
his red hair, green eyes, and pale skin, it seems he's been completely
changed. Well, almost. There is the matter of his family, his accent, his
name. Oh, and his black ass. Furo must quickly learn to navigate a world
made unfamiliar and deal with those who would use him for their own
purposes. Taken in by a young woman called Syreeta and pursued by a
writer named Igoni, Furo lands his first-ever job, adopts a new name, and
soon finds himself evolving in unanticipated ways. A. Igoni Barrett's
Blackass is a fierce comic satire that touches on everything from race to
social media while at the same time questioning the values society places
on us simply by virtue of the way we look. As he did in Love Is Power, or
Something Like That, Barrett brilliantly depicts life in contemporary
Nigeria and details the double-dealing and code-switching that are
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implicit in everyday business. But it's Furo's search for an identity--one
deeper than skin--that leads to the final unraveling of his own carefully
constructed story.
Collect the Wwworld. the Artist As Archivist in the Internet Age Domenico Quaranta 2011-10
The last decade has seen an incredible growth in the production and
distribution of images and other cultural artefacts. The internet is the
place where all these cultural products are stored, classified, voted,
collected and trashed. What is the impact of this process on art making
and on the artist? Which kind of dialogue is going on between amateur
practices and codified languages? How does art respond to the society of
information? This is a book about endless archives, image collections,
bees plundering from flower to flower and hunters crawling through the
online wilderness. Alterazioni Video, Kari Altmann, Cory Arcangel, Gazira
Babeli, Kevin Bewersdorf, Luca Bolognesi, Natalie Bookchin, Petra
Cortright, Aleksandra Domanovic, Harm van den Dorpel, Constant
Dullaart, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Elisa Giardina Papa, Travis Hallenbeck,
Jodi, Oliver Laric, Olia Lialina & Dragan Espenshied, Guthrie Lonergan,
Eva and Franco Mattes, Seth Price, Jon Rafman, Claudia Rossini, Evan
Roth, Travess Smalley, Ryan Trecartin.
Gone to the Forest - Katie Kitamura 2012-08-07
FROM THE CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED AUTHOR OF THE LONGSHOT
comes this gripping saga about the destruction of a family, a home, and a
way of life. Set on a struggling farm in a colonial country teetering on the
brink of civil war, Gone to the Forest is a tale of family drama and
political turmoil in which fiery storytelling melds with daring, original
prose. Since his mother’s death, Tom and his father have fashioned a
strained domestic peace, where everything is frozen under the old man’s
vicious control. But when a young woman named Carine arrives at the
farm, the tension between the two men escalates to the breaking point.
Hailed by the Boston Globe as “a major talent,” Kitamura shines in this
powerful new novel.
Creative Chef - Jasper Udink ten Cate 2016-07-12
The book is full of tips, ideas, and instructions for activities and
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presentation on and around the dinner table.
Plurilingual and Intercultural - 2016
Pop-out scopri lo spazio. Gioca, osserva e impara - Frances Castle
2016-11
Comptons ensemble - Annie Kubler 1989
Children love using the beads to solve problems in these books. With the
concepts they learn, they are ready to apply their skills about the house.
We help the Counting Kids to add and to subtract. The readers is asked
to solve simple addition and subtraction problems by manipulating a
string of movable beads. On board pages.
The Dragon and the Mouse - Marco Furlotti 2017
A children's book that, wrapped in the warm embrace of gently watercoloured pages, will take them on the amazing adventures of two
unforgettable characters. Gideon is a tiny yet fearless mouse, who
dreams of great adventures; Paco is an easy-going dragon who is as big
as a hill, but has a soul as innocent as a baby's. Gideon would love to win
the flying race, an important sporting event in the valley; and he would
like to do it by riding a magnificent dragon... Meeting Paco changes his
life and transforms his dream into reality. AUTHOR: Marco Furlotti is an
illustrator and author of children's books. His passion for storytelling and
illustration are expressed through images imbued with energy and
humour.
Slam - Nick Hornby 2007
At the age of fifteen, Sam Jones's girlfriend Alicia gets pregnant and
Sam's life of skateboarding and daydreaming about Tony Hawk changes
drastically, so Sam turns to Hawk's autobiography for answers.
Learn with Leo - Kris Hagan Language Institute 2021-08-24
Children's book in 12 languages. See and hear how the same sentences
sound in English, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Dutch,
Russian, Arabic (MSA), Chinese (Mandarin), Korean and Japanese. Learn
different languages by listening and repeating after our speakers. This
book teaches you how people speak around the world. With
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downloadable audio. A perfect introduction to the world of languages for
children with or without their parents.
A Winter Walk - Henry David Thoreau 2018-07
A Winter Walk Henry David Thoreau New England transcendentalist
Henry David Thoreau's 1843 essay "A Winter Walk" is a loving
celebration of winter and walking. Thoreau vividly renders the winter
season, writing of its sparkling beauty, its purity, and its stillness, and
perfectly describing the warmth, coziness, and cheer to be found back at
the home hearth. This short work is part of Applewood's "American
Roots," series, tactile mementos of American passions by some of
America's most famous writers. We are delighted to publish this classic
book as part of our extensive Classic Library collection. Many of the
books in our collection have been out of print for decades, and therefore
have not been accessible to the general public. The aim of our publishing
program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature,
and our view is that this is a significant literary work, which deserves to
be brought back into print after many decades. The contents of the vast
majority of titles in the Classic Library have been scanned from the
original works. To ensure a high quality product, each title has been
meticulously hand curated by our staff. Our philosophy has been guided
by a desire to provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible
to ownership of the original work. We hope that you will enjoy this
wonderful classic work, and that for you it becomes an enriching
experience.
Bear Goes to Town - Anthony Browne 1995
Bear takes a walk in town and uses his magic pencil to rescue his new
animal friends from an evil man in black. Suggested level: junior.
An Iranian Metamorphosis - Mana Neyestani 2014-11-25
A cockroach landed Iranian cartoonist Mana Neyestani in jail and turned
his life upside down.
Alligators and Crocodiles - Laura Marsh 2015
An introduction to crocodiles and alligators combines vibrant National
Geographic photography with accessible facts that identify key
characteristics and explain what makes crocodiles and alligators
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different. Simultaneous.
Elf on the Shelf Official Annual 2020 - Little Brother Books
2019-09-06
Have you been naughty or nice? Get set for Christmas with our brand
new magical Annual! Enjoy Elf-themed activities, stories and makes in
this charming new Annual and help make it the best Christmas holiday
ever! Includes recipes, craft ideas, quizes, puzzles, jokes, fun facts, etc.
The Universe. Pop-up 360° - Matteo Gaule 2016
Darwin and the True Story of the Dinosaurs - Luca Novelli
2017-06-01
When Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species in 1859, he
forever altered the way people looked at their place in the world humans
were just another animal species that evolved from more primitive life
forms. After graduating college, Charles was hired as a naturalist aboard
the HMS Beagle where he would collect the specimens he would use to
make the case for biologic evolution through natural selection. By the
time he returned to England in 1836 he was a celebrity, but it would be
more than 20 years before he published his groundbreaking work.
Darwin s theory ultimately helped Richard Owen solve the riddle of the
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enormous fossils found all over the world they were not dragon bones of
lore, but the remnants of extinct species that once inhabited the
earth.Darwin and the True Story of the Dinosaurs is a fast-paced,
entertaining biography of the naturalist who changed humankind s
understanding of its origins. In addition to its lively story, it includes 220
illustrations, a glossary, and sidebars covering related topics, from fossils
to continental drift to medicine in the 19th century."
Poo - Nicola Davies 2004
Hippos navigate by it, sloths keep in touch through it, rabbits eat it... and
most grown-ups prefer not to mention it at all However you look at it,
poo is probably the most useful stuff on Earth. It comes in all shapes and
sizes, and every animal has its own special sort. Find out what it's for,
where it goes, what we can learn from it and lots more.
The Halloween Tree - Ray Bradbury 2015-08-04
In The Halloween Tree, master of fantasy Ray Bradbury takes readers on
a riveting trip though space and time to discover the true origins of
Halloween. Originally published in 1972, this striking new hardcover
edition features dramatic illustrations throughout by Gris Grimly, giving
a new generation of readers a chance to discover the magic.
FreeBSD Handbook - Murray Stokely 2001
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